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Introduction

If you work as a plaintiffs’ lawyer and litigate sexual harass -

ment, you know that moment will come. It happens in

almost every case. Those exasperating written discovery

requests seeking unrestrained access to all your client’s email

accounts, social media, group chats, and blog entries. Or those

deposition questions about your client’s sexual partners or

activities. You can feel these requests and questions are in -

appropriate, but what can you do? Quite a lot, it turns out. 

Rule 412 of the Federal Rules of Evidence protects vic -

tims of sexual harassment in civil lawsuits from just this

type of intrusive discovery. Last year, the Colorado legisla -

ture amended the state’s rape shield statute to include similar

protections. So now both federal and state law prohibit the

introduction of a victim’s prior or subsequent sexual conduct

or reputation and similar evidence at trial except under strictly

limited circumstances. Although the plain language of these

rules concerns the admissibility of evidence at trial, courts

have utilized these rules to limit discovery into non-workplace

sexual conduct and relationships other than that between the

victim and alleged harasser. Limiting discovery promotes

the purpose of these evidentiary rules by encouraging vic -

tims of sexual misconduct to come forward without fear 

of humiliation. 

The Purpose Behind Extending Federal Rule of
Evidence 412 to Civil Actions

Congress extended the protections of Federal Rule of

Evidence 412 through enactment of the Violent Crime Control

and Law Enforcement Act of 1994.1 Even before that, courts

were reticent to allow the defendant in civil sexual harass -

ment cases to delve into a plaintiff’s private sexual conduct.

For example, in Mitchell v. Hutchings, a case decided years

before Rule 412’s extension, the district court quashed six

deposition subpoenas served on the plaintiffs’ sexual partners

and other individuals aware of their sexual history.2 The

basis for doing so, the court observed, was that past sexual

history could not serve as “habit” evidence under Federal

Rule of Evidence 406; did not impact emotional distress
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damages; and had no bearing on whether the defendants

acted outrageously or intolerably.3 In the words of the court,

“[t]he fact that the plaintiffs may welcome sexual advances

from certain individuals has absolutely no bearing on the

emotional trauma they may feel from sexual harassment

that is unwelcome. Past sexual conduct does not callous

one to subsequent, unwelcomed sexual advancements.”4

The dangers inherent in permitting a defendant to put

on evidence at trial about a plaintiff’s sexual history were

recognized by Congress when it first adopted Rule 412 and

then later extended it to civil litigation. According to the

Advisory Committee Notes, the purpose was “[t]he need to

protect alleged victims against invasions of privacy, potential

embarrassment, and unwarranted sexual stereotyping, and

the wish to encourage victims to come forward . . .” 5 Thus,

in addition to mitigating the personal risk of injury inherent

in discovery of private sexual matters, Rule 412 seeks to

eliminate the “prejudicial and chilling effect” that permitting

use of such evidence in trial has on future victim participation.6

The significance behind Rule 412, in both the criminal

and civil context, is not difficult to grasp. “There is an in -

ordinate risk of harm,” to the plaintiff if those accused of

sexual misconduct are permitted to delve into the plaintiff’s

intimate sexual details, such as “the unjustified invasion 

of privacy into Plaintiff’s life, the potential for public and

private embarrassment to Plaintiff as a result, and the

likelihood of significant prejudice based on improper

sexual stereotyping.”7

That risk of embarrassment and sexual stereotyping is

perhaps best captured in the widely cited case of Burns v.
McGregor Electronic Industries.8 In that case, at the conclu -

sion of trial, the district court9 ruled that although the

plaintiff had established an unwelcome sexually hostile

work environment, including sexual advances and that her

supervisor called her a “bitch,” “asshole,” “slut” and “cunt,”

she could not have been offended be cause plaintiff had

posed nude in another job for a national magazine.10 Such



reasoning epitomizes the prejudice of

improper sexual stereotyping that Rule

412, extended the year after Burns,

seeks to prohibit. The court of appeals

reversed, explaining that the plaintiff’s

“private life, regardless how reprehen -

sible the trier of fact might find it to be,

did not provide lawful acquiescence to

unwanted sexual advances at her work

place by her employer,” and that, “plain -

tiff’s use of foul language or sexual

innuendo in a consensual setting does

not waive ‘her legal protections against

unwelcome harassment.’”11 The district

court in EEOC v. Donohue articulated

the dangers yet more bluntly: 

Defendants’ implicit suggestion

that they are entitled to discover

whether plaintiff-intervenor has

engaged in or been exposed to

“banter” involving sexual behavior,

desires or innuendo at her current

place of employment, and if so,

information bearing on her willing -

ness to perpetuate or participate in

such behavior and/or her reaction

to it, is insidious . . . Seeking to

discover evidence about plaintiff’s

propensity to engage in particular

behavior involving sexual conduct,

innuendo or desires in other set -

tings, such as her current workplace,

is not probative to these issues and

amounts to little more than a thinly

veiled attempt to generate evidence

of propensity or character trait that

would be prohibited by Federal

Rule of Evidence 404(a).12

Using Rule 412 in Discovery to
Protect the Plaintiff

Most lawyers know they can seek a

protective order under Federal Rule of

Civil Procedure 26(c)(1) to shelter their

client from “annoyance, embarrassment,

oppression or undue burden or expense.”

Such orders may foreclose certain types

of discovery and forbid inquiry into

certain matters. The same holds true

under the Colorado Rules of Civil

Pro cedure Rule 26(c), which allow courts

to issue orders “that [] disclosure or

discovery not be had” on grounds sim -

ilar to those found in the Federal Rules.

Comparable safeguards are found in

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 30(c)(2)

and 30(d)(3) and Colorado Rule of

Civil Procedure 30(d)(3) with respect

to depositions, which allows counsel to

instruct a deponent not to answer ques -

tions and move to limit deposition

questioning on the grounds that the

questioning is “in bad faith or [being

done] in a manner that unreasonably

annoys, embarrasses, or oppresses the

deponent or party.” Although it was

possible to use these Rules in the past

to prohibit discovery into Rule 412

matters, what was once implicit is 

now explicit. 

Under Rule 412, sexual conduct or

history refers to a broad swath of con -

duct and activities. A plaintiff’s mode

of speech and dress, lifestyle, sexual

behavior, predisposition, non-workplace

sexual conduct, fantasies, dreams, and

information with sexual connotations

is irrelevant and presumptively inadmis -

sible at trial.13 For this reason, although

Rule 412 theoretically governs the ad -

missibility of evidence and not the scope

of discovery, courts have regu larly relied

on the Rule in discovery decisions, “in

order not to undermine [its] rationale.”14

Indeed, the Advisory Committee Notes

of 1994 on Rule 412 state:

In order not to undermine the

rationale of Rule 412, . . . courts

should enter appropriate orders

pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 26(c) to

protect the victim against unwar -

ranted inquiries and to ensure

confidentiality. Courts should

presumptively issue protective

orders barring discovery unless

the party seeking discovery makes

a showing that the evidence sought

to be discovered would be rele vant

under the facts and theories of the

particular case, and cannot be ob -

tained except through discovery.15

Given the presumption of inadmis -

sibility of such evidence at trial, it is

the defendant’s burden to establish the

relevance of any private sexual con -

duct and that the value of the evidence

sought substantially outweighs the danger

of harm or prejudice to the victim.16

After the extension of Rule 412,

courts have frequently used it to pre -

clude discovery into sexual conduct. In

Macklin v. Mendenhall, for example,

the district court issued a protective

order precluding the defendants from

propounding written discovery for

information about the plaintiff’s off-

duty, off-site sexual conduct, history,

intentions, and/or desires with anyone

other than the two alleged workplace

harassers.17 In EEOC v. Willamette
Tree Wholesale, Inc., the district court

precluded deposition questioning of

third-party witnesses about the plaintiff’s

sexual and romantic history, finding that

such questioning was not clearly relevant

to the parties’ claims and defenses, and

that “inquiries into [the plaintiff’s] sexual

or romantic history would intimidate

[her] needlessly.”18

Notably, courts have squarely re -

jected arguments that such evidence is

relevant to challenge the plaintiff’s

emotional distress or her credibility.19

Courts have similarly rebuffed the

argument that a sexually sophisticated

victim is less likely to be subjectively

offended by sexual harassment at her

workplace.20 “A person’s private and

consensual sexual activities do not

constitute a waiver of his or her legal

protections against unwelcome and

unsolicited sexual harassment at work.”21

Even a plaintiff’s consensual relation -

ship with another coworker is irrelevant.

As explained by the Tenth Circuit: merely

because a plaintiff has a relationship

with one colleague, it does not mean

that she “somehow invited the other
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[employee’s] conduct.”22 As the district

court in the District Court of the District

of Columbia succinctly put it over a

decade ago in Howard v. Historic
Tours of America: 

To so conclude one would have

to say that knowledge of a woman’s

engaging in a consensual relation -

ship with a co-worker makes

reasonable the perception that she

welcomed other sexual advances

at her place of employment…

[w]hile such a perception might

have been justified, in men’s

minds, in Victorian England and

Wharton’s “Age of Innocence” in

America, when men discriminated

between the women they married

and the women they slept with, it

has nothing to do with America in

1997. . .23

The Breadth of Rule 412

Another important tool for plaintiffs’

lawyers to keep in mind is the breadth

of conduct Rule 412 encompasses. Not

only is discovery into sexual inter course

or physical relationships precluded, but

so too are inquiries soliciting such in -

formation as the identity and addresses

of former sexual or romantic partners

and questions about the plaintiff’s sexual

fantasies, reputation, predisposi tion,

modes of dress and speech, and other

sexually suggestive information or in -

formation suggesting a propensity for

sexual promiscuity. Thus, it is im port -

ant to screen for discovery requests

and deposition questions that may be

misused to impugn or call into question

the character or credibility of your client,

even if the connection is not immedi -

ately apparent or the discovery may

have more than one purpose. On this

basis, the district court in Colorado

issued a protective order in EEOC v.
Smokin’ Spuds, Inc., precluding deposi -

tion questioning about the plaintiffs’

sexual and marital relationships, marital

status during childbirth, the chronology

of plaintiffs’ sexual relationships, and

the addresses of former partners.24

Ruling from the bench, the district

court reiterated that 

[t]he case law is overwhelmingly

clear that you, for instance, cannot ask,

Do you have the same father for all

your children? Where does he live?

When is the last time you saw him?

There are different fathers for all of

your children?25

The court also declined to allow

questioning about current and former

partners’ criminal histories, opinions

from third-party witnesses as to plain -

tiffs’ choices of former partners, and

other similar matters, limiting ques -

tion ing to on-duty, at work sexual

interactions, and only those with the

alleged harasser.26 Accordingly, if

subject matter protected by Rule 412

might be implicated, attorneys represent -

ing plaintiffs should confer with defense

counsel about the type of information

defense counsel seeks to elicit from the

plaintiff or witnesses, and the intended

scope of inquiry. If no agreement can be

reached, it may be appropriate to seek a

protective order before or during the

plaintiff’s deposition or those of third-

party witnesses limiting questions about

sexual and marital relationships or other

prohibited subjects under Rule 412.

Similarly, plaintiffs’ lawyers should ob -

ject on Rule 412 grounds to potentially

unsuitable or abusive written discovery

requests and seek a protective order if

need be. 

Lingering Confusion from 
Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson

Despite overwhelming recognition

that Rule 412 deprives the district court

of discretion to introduce evidence of

non-workplace sexual conduct at trial,27

some lingering confusion remains as

the result of passing language from

Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson, the

1986 decision in which the Supreme

Court confirmed the viability of sexu -

ally hostile work environment claims

(as compared to quid pro quo claims).

In Meritor, the Court stated that

plaintiff Michele Vinson’s “sexually

provocative speech or dress” was

relevant to the inquiry of whether she

found her supervisor’s overtures un -

welcome.28 This holding has been

frequently misappropriated by propo -

nents to urge in favor of discovery of

non-workplace sexual conduct. But the

case history makes clear that the Court

was referring to Vinson’s sexual con -

duct at work, not her off-duty conduct.

Specifically, the Court took issue with

the Court of Appeal’s directive that

Vinson’s “‘dress and personal fan tasies.

. .had no place in the litigation.’”29 In a

footnote, the appellate court had opined

“[t]he District Court did not elaborate

on its basis for the finding of volun -

tariness, but it may have considered the

voluminous testimony regarding Vinson’s

dress and personal fantasies.”30 That

evidence is described in Judge Bork’s

court of appeals dissent: “[i]n this case,

evidence was introduced suggesting that

the plaintiff wore provocative clothing,

suffered from bizarre sexual fantasies,

and often volunteered intimate details

of her sex life to other employees at

the bank.”31 Justice Powell mentions in

earlier drafts of the decision that Vinson

“often wore provocative clothing at work,

entertained bizarre sexual fantasies, and

continually volunteered intimate details

of her sex life to other employees.”32

Importantly, any remaining ambigu -

ities arising from the Meritor decision

can be put to rest because Congress

amended Rule 412 to extend its pro -

tec tions to civil cases well after the

Meritor decision. Thus, any reading of

Meritor that allows for discovery of

non-workplace sexual conduct has been

superseded, as noted in such cases as

Mackelprang v. Fid. Nat’l Title Agency
of Nevada.33 In Mackelprang, the
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defend ant, believing them to include

evidence of post-employment extra-

marital affairs, sought direct access to

private messages on the plaintiff’s

MySpace accounts.34 In refusing to

grant access, the district court observed

that “Fed.R.Evid. 412(a), which was

amended after Meritor Sav. Bank,
supra, generally provides that evidence

offered to prove that any alleged victim

engaged in other sexual behavior or to

prove the alleged victim’s sexual pre -

disposition is inadmissible in any

civil proceeding involving alleged

sexual misconduct. . .”35

Colorado Revised Statutes
§ 13-25-138 

Colorado has not yet adopted a state

analogue to Federal Rule of Evidence

412. Thus, Rule 412 should be argued

as controlling in state court. Lending

weight to this logic, the Colorado state

legislature last year enacted House Bill

18-1243, which extended the state’s

criminal rape shield laws to victims of

sexual misconduct in civil cases.36 The

Colorado Revised Statutes § 13-25-138

now expressly states that: “Evidence of

specific instances of the victim’s prior

or subsequent sexual conduct, opinion

evidence of the victim’s sexual conduct,

and reputation evidence of the victim’s

sexual conduct is presumed irrelevant

and is not admissible in a civil pro -

ceed ing involving alleged sexual

misconduct.” The law includes only

two narrow exceptions, the first being

evidence of the victim’s prior or sub -

sequent sexual conduct with the defendant

and the second being specific instances

of sexual activity showing the source

of origin of semen, pregnancy, or any

similar evidence of sexual intercourse

for the purpose of showing the acts

alleged were or were not committed by

the defendant. The statute requires the

defendant to initiate an in camera pro -

cedure and make an offer of proof, with

the burden of establishing admissibility

falling squarely on the defendant. Such

procedures and allocations of proof re -

semble those found in Rule 412. In this

sense, it is safe to assume that Colorado

now effectively has a state equivalent

to Federal Rule of Evidence 412, and

that federal case law determining the

scope of Rule 412’s protections and

applying those to discovery is persuasive.

Conclusion

As plaintiffs’ attorneys we should

remain vigilant throughout litigation to

protect victims of harassment from

needless invasions of privacy, embarrass -

ment, and humiliation. Rule 412 and

local laws are important tools for doing

so. Thus, no matter which court system

you are in, whether state or federal, be

mindful of the utility and overwhelming

legal support for preventing the discovery

of your client’s non-workplace sexual

conduct and conduct with anyone other

than the alleged harasser. This is true

for a diverse range of behaviors and

activities and should not be understood

as limited to sexual intercourse or

physical sexual intimacy.         sss
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